iBwave Design Helps MTS Deliver Superior Fan Experience During the 2018 Soccer Games in Russia
iBwave Design helps one of the biggest Russian mobile operators - MTS deliver superior fan experience
during the 2018 Soccer Games in Russia
Montreal, Canada, July 5th, 2018 - iBwave, the global standard for
designing multi-technology in-building networks announced today
that MTS, the leading telecommunications group in Russia, has
successfully used iBwave Design to plan, design, deploy and
manage modern high density and high capacity wireless networks
for the 2018 Soccer tournament.
One of the main challenges during a major event like this is to be
ready for the massive data demands put forward by excited fans
using multiple devices in a stadium’s complex environment. To
enable a fast, reliable fan experience during the 2018 Soccer, MTS
Russia leveraged iBwave Design’s planning, propagation and
capacity modelling features to quickly deliver one the largest
deployments of Massive MIMO in Europe to date. iBwave Design
was used to successfully plan and deploy high capacity networks
for the following stadiums and surrounding areas: Luzhniki
Stadium, Moscow (capacity: 80,000), Spartak Stadium, Moscow
(capacity 45000), Rostov Arena Rostov-on-Don (capacity 45000)
and Kazan Arena, Kazan (capacity 45000).

3D Prediction with iBwave- Luzhniki Stadium, Moscow

Through iBwave’s ability to design mobile networks in large complex venues such as stadiums, operators
like MTS can create the ultimate wireless experiences by meeting the demands of a large number of
people at a specific time without compromising on speed and quality. There is no margin for error in such
an environment when the service is needed then and there without any disruption. Many players are
needed to create this experience and iBwave’s design capability ties this all together. With iBwave on its
team, MTS was able to deliver a great end user experience by leveraging design features such as signal
and capacity modeling right down to inclined surfaces, complex architecture and body-loss calculations
when the stadium is filled to capacity.
“It is always difficult to predict mobile consumer needs in high density, high capacity environmentsparticularly for a world class sporting event such this, where thousands of sports fans are simultaneously
using multiple devices across multiple technologies,” says Seth Roy, Vice President Product Line
Management at iBwave. “Based on our experience of connecting major sporting events such as past World
Cups and the Olympics, our tools are the ideal choice to prepare for the huge amounts of data
requirements during the 2018 World Cup. We are proud to support MTS in this project and extremely
excited to be part of the design and deployment of Europe’s largest Massive MIMO experiences”. he
added.
More than 3 million spectators are estimated to watch the games live during this month-long event, which
is underway until July 15th.
For more information on iBwave and its solutions visit: www.iBwave.com.

About iBwave
iBwave Solutions, the standard for converged indoor network planning is the power behind great inbuilding wireless experience, enabling billions of end users and devices to connect inside a wide
range of venues. As the global industry reference, our software solutions allow for smarter planning,
design and deployment of any project regardless of size, complexity or technology. Along with
innovative software, we are recognized for world class support in 90 countries, industry’s most
comprehensive components database and a well-established certification program. For more
information visit: ibwave.com
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